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We present a numerically exact study of charge transport and its fluctuations through a molecular junction
driven out of equilibrium by a bias voltage, using the Inchworm quantum Monte Carlo (iQMC) method.
After showing how the technique can be used to address any lead geometry, we concentrate on one dimen-
sional chains as an example. The finite bandwidth of the leads is shown to affect transport properties in
ways that cannot be fully captured by quantum master equations: in particular, we reveal an interaction-
induced broadening of transport channels that is visible at all voltages, and show how fluctuations of the
current are a more sensitive probe of this effect than the mean current.
I. INTRODUCTION
The conductance properties of single molecule junc-
tions paint a rich picture of the internal dynamics of
open quantum systems far from equilibrium. How-
ever, electron transport through a molecule coupled
to conducting leads at finite temperature is inherently
stochastic,1 and fluctuations in the current can pro-
vide a great deal more information than the conduc-
tance or current alone.2 The current, its fluctuations or
noise, and higher-order statistical cumulants can be ob-
tained from the so-called full counting statistics (FCS)
approach.3,4 In recent years, noise and FCS techniques
have been used to understand many physical proper-
ties in both experimental and theoretical transport set-
tings. A few examples are quasiparticle charges in nan-
otube junctions;5,6 magnetic effects, channel determi-
nations and thermotransport in atomic junctions;7–10
waiting time11,12 and first passage time13 distribu-
tions; correlations between currents in different leads;14
thermodynamic efficiency fluctuations;15 and fluctua-
tion–dissipation relations.16–18
The treatment of noninteracting electron transport
and FCS is at an advanced stage, and both analyti-
cal and numerical methods are available.3,19–22 How-
ever, the inclusion of many-body interactions in even
the simplest impurity models, where a small interacting
impurity or molecule is coupled to large noninteract-
ing leads, remains theoretically challenging. A variety
of numerical approaches exists, each with different ad-
vantages and disadvantages depending on the particular
model in question and the physical parameters. These
might include, e.g., a lead–molecule coupling strength
Γ, a temperature kBT , an applied voltage V and a local
Coulomb interaction strength U .
In addition to this set of discrete energy scales,
molecular conductance also depends strongly on the
a)Electronic mail: gcohen@tau.ac.il
geometry of the leads and the nature of the coupling
between the lead and the molecule, a phenomenon
which is often studied theoretically in the context of
noninteracting23–25 and weakly correlated26 systems.
Transport experiments show large variation of conduc-
tance with the respect to the detailed structure of the
lead–molecule interface, in particular the chemistry of
the anchoring group at the interface.27–30 However, in
simplified theoretical treatments, and especially when
dealing with many-body systems, it is often conve-
nient to neglect the internal electronic structure of the
leads. One common assumption is the wide band limit
approximation.14,31 Assuming a finite lead bandwidth
D is perhaps the simplest concession to experimental
reality that might be made, and is enough to show
that a strong effect on transport exists even in the non-
interacting case.32 A more general approach for inter-
acting systems is therefore highly desirable.
In the regime of small lead–molecule coupling and
high temperatures, the quantum master equation
(QME) method offers a fast and elegant means for
investigating the basic conduction properties33,34 and
FCS35,36 of molecular junctions. The basic Lindblad or
Redfield QME approaches assume Markovian dynam-
ics, thus neglecting memory effects due to finite band-
width and lead structure. Most QME methods are also
perturbative in the molecule–bath coupling, and thus
restricted to low-order effects like sequential tunneling.
More advanced generalizations of the QME method in-
clude, for example, non-Markovian memory effects37
and inelastic cotunneling processes.38 Novel formula-
tions more loosely connected to the QME even allow
for the approximate treatment of strong correlations,
and may also include the effects of external driving
fields.39,40 Equation of motion approaches, also loosely
related, can be formulated so as to correctly capture the
noninteracting limit41–44; and other approaches are ex-
act at the semiclassical limit.45,46 Still, many of these
approximations lack some of the advantages of more
naive QME approaches, which may result, e.g., in the
violation of the positivity of the density matrix47 or a
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2failure to satisfy various detailed balance and fluctua-
tion–dissipation relations.48,49 It is also typically diffi-
cult to verify the accuracy of these and other approxi-
mate methods or to improve them systematically.
More recent developments have lead to the emergence
of approaches which map the correlated impurity model
onto an auxiliary Lindblad quantum master equation
where the dynamics of the impurity and a small num-
ber (. 10) of effective lead levels are treated at the
full many-body level, with this extended system cou-
pled to an effective Markovian environment. The aux-
iliary QME can then be solved using exact diagonal-
ization (ED).50–52 It is possible to greatly improve this
scheme by performing a perturbative expansion in the
interaction that is built around the exact solution of the
extended model.53 Nevertheless, the many-body Hilbert
space grows exponentially with the size of the extended
system, and only a limited level of detail regarding the
structure of the lead can therefore be included at a high
level of accuracy.
There is a great deal of interest in numerically exact
methods in this context. While this term has different
definitions in the literature, here we call a method nu-
merically exact (in some parameter regime) if arbitrarily
precise results with reliable confidence intervals can be
obtained at a computational scaling that is polynomial
in the precision. At this level, the numerical renormal-
ization group (NRG) method has been very successful
at studying the equilibrium properties of interacting im-
purity models,54 and is ideally suited for exploring low
energy properties. Extensions beyond equilibrium ex-
ist and work well in many cases,55–58 but often strug-
gle with large voltages, long timescales and high-energy
nonequilibrium properties. Similar considerations ap-
ply to time-dependent density matrix renormalization
group (tDMRG) approaches59–62 and multiconfigura-
tion time-dependent Hartree–Fock.63–69 Promising re-
cent advances combine some of these ideas with auxil-
iary master equation approaches, allowing for calcula-
tions with ~10–20 auxiliary lead sites.70–72
The hierarchical equation of motion (HEOM)
method73–75 offers an alternative numerically exact
scheme that is efficient for regimes in which the
coupling-to-temperature ratio Γ/kBT is small.76,77 This
method is different from most of the wavefunction ap-
proaches above in that it considers truly infinite leads,
but relies on representing the lead density of states
in terms of a sum of a small number of Lorentzian
functions, making it difficult to study finite or struc-
tured bands; nevertheless, recent progress has made
significant headway towards structured leads and low
temperatures.78,79
Another set of methods are based on iterative schemes
for summing path integrals80–85 that allow for long time
propagation and detailed leads. These methods rely on
a memory cutoff that makes them difficult to converge
in correlated regimes or in the presence of narrow bands
or detailed structure in the leads, all of which lead to
non-Markovian effects.86–89
In recent years, continuous time quantum Monte
Carlo (CTQMC) techniques90 have made great progress
in addressing many of the limitations mentioned above.
A primary advantage is that, these being Green’s func-
tions methods, it is straightforward to take into account
an extremely large number of bath sites or even to di-
rectly take the continuum limit. Calculations involv-
ing ∼ 106 lead sites or directly at the continuum limit
are routinely performed, and the size or structure of
the leads is not a bottleneck in practice. CTQMC is
usually formulated in equilibrium and imaginary time;
this is because real time implementations able to ad-
dress quantum transport86,87,89,91–98 suffer from a dy-
namical sign problem. This refers to the exponential
growth in the error when stochastically sampling from
a number of Feynman diagrams that grows exponen-
tially with increasing simulation time. However, the
dynamical sign problem can often be effectively by-
passed by an “Inchworm” algorithm (iQMC) that re-
places a single simulation of the full time propagation
with a series of propagation steps, each of which re-
cycles information from previously calculated propaga-
tion steps to shorter times.99–104 In this regard, we note
that several other interesting and promising approaches
to real time quantum Monte Carlo have recently been
introduced.105–110 In practice, obtaining numerically ex-
act data from iQMC relies on converging the data in
stochastic noise, a time discretization, and usually also
a maximum diagram order. The procedures for estab-
lishing convergence, as well as the detailed scaling prop-
erties and error analysis methodologies, have been dis-
cussed at length in the literature.99,102,104,111
Crucially for the present work, the computational ef-
ficiency of the iQMC approach does not directly de-
pend on the lead structure. iQMC is therefore a
promising approach to the study of quantum transport
through structured molecular junctions. Furthermore,
the iQMC approach was recently applied to the evalu-
ation of FCS, allowing for preliminary studies of shot
noise in the Coulomb blockade and Kondo regimes.13 It
is therefore also possible to address noise and higher
moments of the particle transport statistics in these
regimes.
In this paper, we describe how iQMC can be used
to study the effect of lead geometry and strong many-
body interactions on the steady state current and noise
characteristics of molecular junctions. We focus on the
effect of the band width in a regime where the QME
might be expected to perform reasonably well at the
wide band limit. It is shown that while QME is able to
provide us with intuition even at finite band width, its
ability to provide accurate results rapidly breaks down
at lower band widths. The rest of the paper proceeds
as follows: Section II describes our model. In Sec-
tion IIIA we briefly outline the iQMC approach to FCS
and the calculation of cumulants within this approach.
We also briefly describe the QME approach to FCS in
Section III B. In Section III C we provide a practical and
general numerical scheme for treating lead structure.
3Two different types of leads with different dimension-
ality are then considered in Section IVA. The general
physics from the QME viewpoint is discussed in Sec-
tion IVB. The main results of the paper, showing both
iQMC and QME data for the current and noise depen-
dence on voltage for a range of different bandwidths,
are presented in Section IVC. Section V contains our
conclusions.
II. MODEL
We consider a real-space realization of the nonequilib-
rium Anderson impurity model, a simple phenomenolog-
ical model of a magnetic impurity that is often used to
explore transport through a molecular or atomic junc-
tion in the presence of local electron–electron interac-
tions. The Hamiltonian is given by
Hˆ = HˆM +
∑
`
hˆ` +
∑
`
hˆM`. (1)
Here, the isolated molecular subspace M is assumed to
contain a single spin-degenerate level. It is described by
the interacting local Hamiltonian
HˆM =
∑
σ
εσdˆ†σdˆσ + Udˆ
†
↑dˆ↑dˆ
†
↓dˆ↓, (2)
where σ ∈ {↑, ↓} is a spin index and εσ is the energy
needed to introduce a single electron of spin σ onto the
molecule. The dˆ†σ
(
dˆσ
)
are creation (annihilation) op-
erators for a spin-σ electron on the molecule, and U
represents the interaction energy between two electrons
simultaneously occupying the junction. The molecule is
coupled to several infinite sets of noninteracting tight-
binding sites comprising the leads. In particular, the
term
hˆ` =
∑
σ
∑
i∈`
εσi aˆ
†
σiaˆσi +
∑
σ
∑
i 6=j∈`
tσij aˆ
†
σiaˆσj (3)
describes lead ` in terms of on-site energies εσi and hop-
ping energies tσij . The sites i can be thought of as lo-
calized atomic orbitals. The molecule–lead coupling is
given by the linear coupling term
hˆM` =
∑
σ
∑
i∈`
(
tσ0iaˆ
†
σ0aˆσi + H.C.
)
. (4)
Our method is agnostic towards the specific details
of the leads (i.e. the structure of tσij and εσi ), but we
note that we have assumed that these parameters are
diagonal in spin; removing this constraint would require
a generalization of the model.76 The dynamics of phys-
ical observables in the model above when starting from
a factorized initial condition can then be evaluated in
terms of its dependence on the coupling density
Γ`σ (ω) = pi
∑
k∈`
|tσ0k|2 δ (ω − εσk) , (5)
where the single-particle lead Hamiltonian hˆ` is diago-
nal in the k basis, i.e. hˆ` =
∑
σ
∑
k ε
σ
k aˆ
†
kaˆk. Since hˆ` is
noninteracting (in the sense that it is quadratic), the di-
agonalization can sometimes be carried out analytically
and can easily be carried out numerically for leads com-
prising thousands of sites. If the hopping elements tσij
are local in space, it can easily be carried out numeri-
cally for millions of sites using sparse matrix techniques,
and we describe how to do this below. This allows for
treating a rich variety of physical systems.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Inchworm quantum Monte Carlo
The iQMC method can be used to simulate the dy-
namics of a many-body quantum system prepared in
some initial state and propagated in time by some
Hamiltonian. The nonequilibrium steady state which
forms when the system in question is open is extracted
from dynamical information at the long time limit. In a
coupling quench or partitioned22 approach, the system
is initially in the decoupled state ρ0 = ρM ⊗
∏
` ρ`, a
stationary state of Hˆ0 ≡ HˆM +
∑
` hˆ`. At time zero,
the coupling or hybridization term
∑
` hˆM` is activated
and particles can begin to flow between the molecule
and the leads. A nonequilibrium steady state will even-
tually develop if the leads are chosen to be infinite and
if the thermodynamic parameters (e.g. temperature or
chemical potential) of different leads are taken to be
different from each other. We assume that the molec-
ular density matrix ρM is prepared in one of the four
eigenstates |φi〉 〈φi| of HˆM , where HˆM |φi〉 = Ei |φi〉.
In what follows we will focus on steady state quanti-
ties that do not depend on the choice of initial local
eigenstate. Whereas most work done so far uses this
partitioned method, where we propagate only along the
two real-time (Keldysh) branches of the contour, it is
also possible to include propagation along an imaginary
time branch and introduce the voltage at the initial
time. This corresponds to a voltage quench or partition-
free version of the inchworm method.102 We expect the
partition-free approach to be more efficient at exploring
equilibrium and very small voltages, but it turns out to
be more computationally expensive in the present con-
text.
In the original iQMC approach, one evaluates the
propagator
pφφ′ (z1, z2) ≡ 〈φ|Tr{`}
[
ρ0TCe
−i ∫ z2
z1
dz Hˆ(z)
]
|φ′〉 (6)
between two time points z1, z2 on the Keldysh contour,
where φ and φ′ denote different atomic states for the
initial preparation and TC is the contour time-ordering
operator. This is done by expanding pφφ′ in powers
4of the hybridization and summing the resulting dia-
grammatic series stochastically. Modified propagators
describing specific observables are also evaluated.97 In-
stead of summing over all possible diagrams on the con-
tour in what constitutes a brute force or “bare” Monte
Carlo approach,93 the iQMC algorithm incrementally
evaluates propagators on longer and longer time inter-
vals along the contour, while optimally reusing propa-
gator data computed on shorter intervals. This avoids
the dynamical sign problem in a wide variety of cases,
and the scaling of the computational cost with simu-
lation time is effectively reduced from exponential to
quadratic.99 In practice, we typically limit an addi-
tional diagram order parameter approximately corre-
sponding to the maximum order of the self-energy in
a self-consistent diagrammatic expansion; the method
becomes inefficient if the order needed to obtain conver-
gence is very large,104 which we expect to happen when
the underlying expansion does not capture the physics
of the parameter regime under investigation.101
Recently, the iQMC technique was extended to the
study of FCS of particle transport.13 Rather than eval-
uating the propagator in Eq. 6, we evaluate the moment
generating function for some lead `,
Z` (λ, t) ≡
∑
∆n`
P (∆n`, t) e
iλ∆n` . (7)
Here, P (∆n`, t) is the probability that the number of
particles in lead ` has changed by ∆n` at time t. The
expression for Z (λ, t) can be reformulated as a propa-
gator pλφφ′ in which the Hamiltonian is modified by a
counting field λ.2,13,21 The parameter λ changes sign
as the time variable crosses the folding point on the
Keldysh contour and the subsequent modification to
the Hamiltonian only affects the hybridization term,
hˆM` (z)→ hˆM` (λ; z).13,21
The technical details regarding the iQMC algorithm
and the evaluation of Z (λ, t) including all modifica-
tions to the iQMC algorithm are discussed at length
elsewhere.13,99,102 For the purposes of the present work
we merely note that the kth order statistical cumulant
is extracted from kth order logarithmic derivative of
Z` (λ, t) with respect to λ:
C`,k (t) =
∂k log (Z`(λ, t))
∂ (iλ)
k
. (8)
The steady state current and current noise in lead ` are
then evaluated from the asymptotic gradients of the first
and second order cumulants:
I` = lim
t→∞
C1,` (t)
t
, (9)
S` = lim
t→∞
C2,` (t)
t
. (10)
In iQMC, since the logarithmic derivatives are per-
formed numerically over noisy data, the extraction of
specific cumulants becomes increasingly difficult as their
order grows.
B. Master equations
In this section, we briefly outline the Markovian QME
treatment that we use to compare with the iQMC
method and as a guide to our exploration of the pa-
rameter space. The QME provides an approximate ex-
pression for the dynamics of the reduced density matrix
describing the embedded molecule, σˆ (t) ≡ Tr{`} {ρˆ (t)}.
Here ` is the lead subspace, and σˆ is therefore a 4 × 4
matrix in the many-body molecular basis |φi〉. Since
the local Hamiltonian and the hybridization are diago-
nal in this basis, the different site populations are not
coupled through the off-diagonal terms of σˆ (t) and we
may neglect coherences. We thus write down a simple
equation of motion for the four diagonal matrix elements
pi = 〈φi| σˆ (t) |φi〉:
dpi (t)
dt
=
∑
j
Mijpj (t) . (11)
The matrix elements Mij ≡ 〈φi| Mˆ |φj〉 =
∑`
M `ij corre-
spond to transition rates from dot state j to state i as
mediated by the lead `:
M `ij =
{ −∑
k
R`ki i = j,
R`ij i 6= j.
(12)
Here, the rates R`ij are given by
R`ij = |ij |Γ` (ij∆Eij) f` (∆Eij) . (13)
These rates therefore depend on the coupling den-
sity Γ` (ω) and the Fermi function f` (ω) =(
eβ(ω−µ`) + 1
)−1
, as well as on the energy differences
between molecular states ∆Eij ≡ Ei − Ej . We also
use the definition and ij = ±1 for ni − nj = ±1 and
ij = 0 otherwise, where ni is the number of electrons
on the molecule in the local state |φi〉; and the fact
that f` (−∆E) = 1 − f` (∆E). Intuitively, the rate R`ij
for ij = 1 describes a process where the molecule goes
from state j to state i by absorbing an electron of energy
∆Eij from an occupied level in the leads, and the corre-
sponding rate for ij = −1 describes a process where an
electron of energy ∆Eji = −∆Eij is released into the
leads.
In the presence of a nonzero counting field λ, the mod-
ified populations pi (t)→ pi (λ, t) are obtained by mod-
ifying the matrix elements in Eq. 12 according to
M `ij →M `ijeiλij . (14)
5The generating function Z (λ, t) is then obtained as the
trace with respect to the molecular subsystem,2,35,112
Z (λ, t) = TrS [σˆ (λ, t)] =
∑
i
pi (λ, t) , (15)
and all cumulants can be extracted as described in Sec-
tion IIIA.
C. Coupling density
For completeness, we will briefly review how the cou-
pling density Eq. 5 for a particular lead is obtained in
practice, given a concrete model of the system and leads.
To simplify the discussion and the notation we will drop
the ` and σ subscripts. We further assume (as is the case
in the rest of this work) that the molecule is coupled only
to a single site in the lead, such that
t0i = δi1tM . (16)
It is straightforward to generalize this to more com-
plex models than that used here; for example, analogous
procedures for time-dependent noninteracting transport
and in the presence of secondary Markovian leads have
been discussed in detail in the literature.25,113–116
We begin by rewriting Eq. 5 in terms of Green’s func-
tions:
Γ (ω) = pi
∑
k
|t0k|2 δ (ω − εk) = 1
2
∑
k
|t0k|2Ak (ω) ,
(17)
where Ak (ω) is the spectral function of the noninter-
acting lead in the diagonal k basis. This is given by the
imaginary part of the retarded Green’s function GRk (ω):
Ak (ω) = −2=
{
GRk (ω)
}
,
GRij (ω) = F
{
GRij (t)
}
,
GRij (t) = iϑ (t)
〈[
aˆ†i (0) , aˆj (t)
]〉
.
(18)
Here, F is a Fourier transform from time to frequency
and ϑ (t) is the Heaviside step function. The diagonal-
ization of the lead subspace hˆ (corresponding to a single
spin component of hˆ` above) is performed in the single
particle picture, i.e.
εk =
∑
ij
Vki 〈i| hˆ |j〉V †jk, (19)
with Vki a unitary matrix whose dimension is the num-
ber of sites in the lead, which we will denote as N . The
states |i〉 = aˆ†i |0〉 are obtained by adding a single elec-
tron to the vacuum state |0〉. The matrix Vki = 〈k| i〉
defines the diagonal k basis and its relationship to the
real space i, j basis. In particular, it allows us to make
the transformations
Ak (ω) =
∑
ij
VkiAij (ω)V
†
jk,
|t0k|2 = tk0t0k =
∑
ij
Vkiti0t0jV
†
jk =
∣∣t2M ∣∣Vk1V †1k.
(20)
In the last equality, we have used Eq. 16. Plugging
Eq. 20 into Eq. 17 we obtain
Γ (ω) =
∣∣t2M ∣∣
2
∑
k
Vk1Ak (ω)V
†
1k
= pit2MA11 (ω) .
(21)
Our task is therefore reduced to calculating the local
spectral function at a single site on the lead.
While this task might most intuitively be carried out
simply by diagonalizing 〈i| hˆ |j〉, one is often interested
in large leads. Unless the diagonalization can be car-
ried out analytically, numerical diagonalization of the
N × N matrix is needed. The computational time
for this scales as O
(
N3
)
and the memory as O
(
N2
)
.
However, given short-ranged hopping terms, the matrix
〈i| hˆ |j〉 is very sparse and therefore the diagonalization
can benefit from sparse matrix techniques, which re-
duce both the time and memory costs to O (N). Such
techniques are well known in the quantum transport lit-
erature and implemented in widely used packages such
as Kwant.117 A particularly simple and useful approach
is based on the so-called kernel polynomial method,118
and we briefly outline it here.
We rewrite Eq. 21 as
Γ (ω) =
∣∣t2M ∣∣
2
∑
k
〈k| 1〉Ak (ω) 〈1| k〉
= pi
∣∣t2M ∣∣∑
k
| 〈1| k〉|2 δ (ω − εk) .
(22)
Let us assume that we are working in a set of units such
that Γ (ω) is nonzero only within a range of frequen-
cies −1 < ω < 1. For any physical lead with a finite
bandwidth, this constraint can be enforced by finding
the highest and lowest eigenvalue of hˆ, for example with
the Lanczos method, and then appropriately rescaling
hˆ. Given this, we can expand Γ (ω) in a series of Cheby-
shev polynomials Tn (ω):
Γ (ω) =
1
pi
√
1− x2
[
µ0 + 2
∞∑
n=1
µnTn (ω)
]
,
µn =
∫ 1
−1
Γ (ω)Tn (ω) dω.
(23)
6Combining Eq. 22 and Eq. 23 gives
µn = pi
∣∣t2M ∣∣∑
k
| 〈1| k〉|2 Tn (εk)
= pi
∣∣t2M ∣∣∑
k
〈1|Tn
(
hˆ
)
|k〉 〈k| 1〉 (24)
= pi
∣∣t2M ∣∣ 〈1|Tn (hˆ) |1〉 .
The nth moment is therefore given in terms of the action
of the nth Chebyshev polynomial of the Hamiltonian hˆ
on the state |1〉:
µn = pi
∣∣t2M ∣∣ 〈1|αn〉 ,
|αn〉 = Tn
(
hˆ
)
|1〉 . (25)
Now, using the recurrence relations connecting the
Chebyshev polynomials, it is easy to show that
|α0〉 = |1〉 ,
|α1〉 = hˆ |1〉 ,
|αn+1〉 = 2hˆ |αn〉 − |αn−1〉 .
(26)
To obtain coefficients up to any finite n it is therefore
necessary only to multiply a sequence of vectors in the
single particle |i〉 basis by the sparse matrix hˆ, a nu-
merical task which can be accomplished in O (N) steps,
and apply Eq. 26 recursively. The expansion is stable,
inexpensive to perform and converges rapidly. In prac-
tice, it is usually numerically beneficial to convolve the
results by a kernel; for this particular case, a Lorentz
kernel with a small width parameter λ should be used
to maintain causality. Standard techniques allow this
to be done be modifying the expansion coefficients such
that µn → gnµn, where gn = sinh(λ(1−
n
N ))
sinh(λ) .
118
IV. RESULTS
A. Lead geometry, coupling density and bandwidth
It is common and convenient in the study of molecular
electronics and other quantum transport problems to
assume the wide band limit,
Γwideband`σ (ω) ' Γ`σ = const. (27)
We will begin by briefly considering how and when this
limit emerges in nanoscale electronics. In Fig. 1, we con-
sider two simple cases of molecular (or possibly atomic)
junctions with two leads, ` ∈ {L,R}. In the top part of
the figure, each lead is a one-dimensional chain of identi-
cal s-orbital sites with nearest-neighbor couplings, such
that εσi = εb`, tσij = tbδi,j±1 and tσ0i = δi1`tM , where 1`
is the index of the site in lead ` adjacent to the molecule
(this is the Anderson–Newns model119). At the limit of
0.0
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Γ
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Figure 1. The coupling density Γ`σ (ω) = Γ (ω) for a single
lead ` ∈ {L,R} and spin σ is is shown in the left panels for
several values of tb, given two different types of leads illus-
trated in the right panels. On top, a one-dimensional chain
is considered (with scaling tM =
√
tbΓ). On the bottom, a
two-dimensional square lattice coupled to the molecule at its
corner is shown (with scaling tM = tb).
an infinitely long chain, Γ (ω) can be evaluated analyti-
cally and forms an ellipse:
Γ1D`σ (ω) =
{
t2M
2t2b
√
4t2b − (ω − εb`)2 |ω − εb`| ≤ 2tb,
0 otherwise.
(28)
The value of tb sets the bandwidth D = 4tb, and the
function Γ (ω) attains its maximum value of t
2
M
tb
when
ω = εb`. To simplify our exploration of the parame-
ter space, we set t
2
M
tb
≡ Γ to hold this maximum value
constant and use Γ as our standard unit of energy; we
therefore have tM =
√
tbΓ. The result is plotted for a se-
ries of values of tb with εb` ≡ εb = 0 in the top left panel
of Fig. 1. The same parameters will be used throughout
most of the following sections. To minimize the nota-
tion, we also set ~ = e = 1, such that all units are given
in terms of Γ. In addition, we choose to perform calcu-
lations in the left lead, so that simplified notations for
current (I ≡ IL) and noise (S ≡ SL) may be chosen.
It is clear that the wide band limit emerges when
tb is significantly larger than all other energy scales.
It is not clear that this limit should be generally ap-
plicable within molecular electronics. Importantly, in
the presence of strong local interactions U or large po-
tential differences between the leads, the curvature at
small frequencies in Fig. 1 suggests that significant de-
viations from the wide band limit can be expected to oc-
cur even when tb is 50 times the magnitude of the max-
imal dot–bath coupling. This result does not strongly
7depend on our choice of parameter scaling. The band-
width, on the other hand, should be a dominant factor
only for smaller values of tb.
In more concrete terms, our parameters range from
the case where hopping energies (or nearest-neighbor
overlaps between orbitals at adjacent atoms) within the
metallic leads, tb, are
√
10 ∼ 3.16 times larger than
the molecule–lead hopping tM ; to the case where tb
is
√
50 ∼ 7.07 times larger than tM . Such parame-
ters could conceivably be realized in either molecular
electronics junctions or atomic junctions under strain.
For much weaker molecule–lead coupling, the wide band
limit becomes appropriate and master equations may be
expected to perform well at high temperatures. When
tb ∼ tM , it is immediately clear from the considerations
above that master equations should not be applied at
any temperature, and we will not address this regime
here.
The one-dimensional case is extreme, and it would
be prudent to take into account the role of lead di-
mensionality. In the bottom part of Fig. 1 we there-
fore consider a semi-infinite two-dimensional square lat-
tice with its corner coupled to the molecule. Here,
εσi = εb`, tσij = tbδi,j∈n.n. and tσ0i = tMδi1` where the
site i = 1` is at the corner of the lattice, adjacent to
the molecule. While the particular coupling density in
this case may perhaps be obtainable analytically (as
are the one-dimensional case above and, incidentally,
the infinite-dimensional hypercube where a Gaussian
is obtained120), we solve for it numerically using the
more general kernel polynomial scheme outlined in sec-
tion III C. One immediate difference with respect to the
one-dimensional case is in the scaling needed to main-
tain a constant maximum value of Γ (ω): here we take
tM = tb. A second difference is in the bandwidth, which
is D = 8tb instead of 4tb. Finally, the cutoff at the band
edge occurs much more smoothly in this case.
We reiterate that our iQMC method is compatible
with any Γ`σ (ω), corresponding to any particular lead
geometry, as an initial input. Here, we will proceed
to examine the one-dimensional Anderson–Newns chain
within both the QME and iQMC methods, focusing on
the effect of the finite bandwidth. Interacting calcu-
lations for the 2D square corner geometry and other
higher-dimensional cases will not be presented here.
B. General picture within master equations
Having established the general behavior of the cou-
pling density within the model, we continue to explore
its effect on transport properties. It is useful to start
from an overall view connecting well-known Coulomb
blockade physics at the wide band limit (correspond-
ing to a large value of the hopping within the leads,
tb) with the behavior at small band width (correspond-
ing to small tb). Furthermore, we will consider pa-
rameters where Γ is 1–2 orders of magnitude smaller
than every energy scale in the Hamiltonian, and the
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Figure 2. The master equation approximation to the steady
state current I in the chain is plotted as a function of the bias
voltage V = µL−µR and the gate voltage ∆ε. The different
panels show I (V,∆ε) at several values of the lead hopping
energy tb, which determines the bandwidth D = 4tb. The
interaction strength is U = 40Γ, the molecular level is at
εM = −U2 + ∆ε and the temperature is kBT = Γ.
temperature kBT is much larger than the Kondo tem-
perature, at which strongly correlated physics becomes
important. At such parameters, it is widely assumed
in the literature that master equations can provide us
with at least a qualitatively correct picture. Specifi-
cally, we choose interaction strength U = 40Γ and tem-
perature kBT = Γ, far from the correlated regime; and
apply bias voltages V such that the chemical poten-
tials in the leads are µ` = εb` = V2 for ` = L and
µ` = εb` = −V2 for ` = R. We also set the energy of
half-filled states to ε = −U2 + ∆ε, such that the parti-
cle–hole symmetric point is found at ∆ε = 0. Experi-
mentally, ∆ε corresponds to a shift in the molecular po-
tential or gate voltage caused by electrostatic coupling
to a third electrode.121 In a typical experiment a sweep
of both the bias and gate voltages is performed so that
so-called stability diagrams can be constructed showing
contour plots of transport quantities as a function of
both parameters.122
In Fig. 2 we plot the steady state current I within the
master equation approximation as a function of the bias
and gate voltages, V and ∆ε, at the same series of tb
values considered in Fig. 1. At small tb (upper panel),
the current is strongly suppressed throughout the figure,
whereas at large tb (lower panel) the familiar Coulomb
blockade diamond structure from the wide band limit121
is gradually restored.
The wide band picture, most closely approximated
by the lowest panel of Fig. 2, is characterized by—at in-
8creasing voltage—regions with no current; regions with
where some of the conduction channels are open, and the
current plateaus at I = 23Γ; and regions where all chan-
nels are open, and the current plateaus at I = Γ.123 As
the bandwidth decreases (in increasingly higher panels)
Finite bandwidth resulting from the one-dimensional
leads suppresses high voltage transport in all channels,
since no lead levels are available to transfer electrons
at higher energies. The small bandwidth more strongly
suppresses the opening of the second set of channels,
which are associated with higher energy transport pro-
cesses. Therefore, the dark triangles completely disap-
pear at tb . 20Γ and are smaller at tb ∼ 30Γ. In par-
ticular, there exists a region within the tb = 30Γ plot
(central panel) where at voltages V ' 50Γ full and par-
tial transport are separated in ∆ε by a zero transport
region. At slightly higher voltages, full transport is com-
pletely suppressed whereas partial transport (at certain
values of ∆ε) remains possible.
We note that it is possible to repeat this calculation
with either QME or iQMC for the two-dimensional leads
(or any other leads), and obtain results which differ
quantitatively, since both the shape and the width of
the band will differ. However, as we are chiefly inter-
ested in the qualitative effect of the limited bandwidth
in the present scope, we will continue to consider only
the one-dimensional case.
It is now natural to ask whether the theoretical anal-
ysis above is accurate. Temperature plays a central
role here. Within the QME approximation, the main
effect of temperature is to smear out the borders be-
tween the different conduction regions. At higher tem-
peratures these borders become smoother, and at lower
temperatures they become sharper. It is well under-
stood that at very low temperatures the QME breaks
down, and that transport within the Kondo and mixed
valence regimes is dominated by entirely different mech-
anisms than those addressable by the QME. However,
at the parameters of Fig. 2 the system is almost three
orders of magnitude above the Kondo temperature,124
and strong correlation effects should be largely irrele-
vant. Nevertheless, the interaction is large enough that
one might question the accuracy of the single-particle
picture in the leads after the activation of the coupling.
It is therefore of some interest to examine an exact nu-
merical solution of the model.
We emphasize that iQMC, the numerically exact
method we will use, is not restricted to high temper-
atures or weakly correlated physics. In fact, in much
of the work so far, iQMC has been used to study
the strongly correlated Kondo regime.13,53,99,102,103 We
limit ourselves to high temperatures specifically so that
any breakdown of QME is unrelated to Kondo and
therefore due only to the finite nature of the band.
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Figure 3. The master equation approximation to the steady
state current I in the chain is shown as a function of bias
voltage V , for gate voltages at the symmetric point ∆ε = 0
(top) and at ∆ε = U
2
(bottom). The different curves in
each panel show several values of the lead hopping energy tb,
which determines the bandwidth D = 4tb. The interaction
strength is U = 40Γ, the molecular level is at εM = −U2 +∆ε
and the temperature is chosen such that kBT = Γ. As a
guide to the eye, the dotted curves in the two panels are the
corresponding master equation result at the wide band limit.
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Figure 4. The numerically exact steady state current I in
the chain obtained from iQMC is shown as a function of bias
voltage V , for gate voltages at the symmetric point ∆ε = 0
(top) and at ∆ε = U
2
(bottom). Parameters are as in Fig. 3.
C. Master equations vs. numerically exact iQMC results
We now present our main results: an exploration of
the phenomena predicted by the master equation ap-
proximation in section IVB within iQMC. In addition
to the current I, we will also present data for the shot
noise S. To this end, we simulate the dynamics of the
generating function Z (λ, t) up to a finite time t and for a
constant value of λ, as described in Sec. III A. For the re-
sults shown here, since we are far from the strongly cor-
related regime, to obtain reasonably reliable results it is
sufficient to go to time t = 2Γ and to limit the maximum
order of Inchworm diagrams to 3, corresponding to a 2-
crossing approximation. For some of the more difficult
9parameters, we verified convergence by considering both
longer times and higher maximum orders (not shown).
This is in contrast with the strongly correlated regime of
this model, where it is often necessary to propagate to
substantially longer times and orders.53,99,104,125 Kondo
physics can also result in very slow spin dynamics re-
quiring access to longer time scales,13,89,99 but this is
not relevant here. At each point on our plots, we dis-
play an average of the asymptotic value of I(V ) and
I (−V ) from two independent runs as our current I, and
∆I ≡ |I (V )− I (−V )| as a rough error estimate com-
bining finite-time errors with stochastic errors. In the
error bars below, we bound the error estimates from be-
low by 3% for the current and 5% for the noise; and also
by absolute values of 0.01Γ and 0.01Γ2, respectively.
A preliminary value for any data point shown be-
low can be obtained within minutes on a small clus-
ter, whereas accurate high resolution benchmarks can
be obtained in hours. Here, we take a middle path be-
tween these extremes by attempting to keep all relative
errors for the current within a range of ∼ 3%. Since the
calculations remain rather expensive, we forgo the two-
dimensional contour plot and concentrate on the two
arguably most interesting cuts through Fig. 2: the sym-
metric point at ∆ε = 0 and the point at which current
is maximized at small voltages, ∆ε = U2 . This second
point is also the tip of the lighter parallelogram shaped
regions that signify partial transport. Due to the same
cost, Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 are plotted on a rougher voltage
grid than Fig. 3 and Fig. 5.
In Fig. 3 we display these two cuts across the data,
still within the master equations. The two panels (top
and bottom) show the two values of ∆ε (∆ε = 0 and
∆ε = U2 ,respectively). All values of tb are plotted si-
multaneously, making it easier to identify some of the
main features. Before we point these out, we suggest
that the reader examine and compare the figure with
Fig. 4, which shows the corresponding iQMC data. A
cursory glance reveals both similarities and differences,
meriting a discussion of the features that takes both sets
of results into account.
At large bandwidths (tb = 50Γ), it is clear that mas-
ter equations provide an adequate physical picture, es-
pecially at large voltages. The main difference in going
from the QME to the iQMC picture is a broadening of
features in the I (V ) curves. At smaller bandwidths,
where the Markovian approximation may be expected
to lose its accuracy, the differences become increasingly
dramatic. The sharp cutoff of current at the points
where the bias voltage shifts the lead bands out of res-
onance with each other is softened, especially at the
symmetric point ∆ε = 0. Whereas the master equations
predict essentially no current at any voltage at the sym-
metric point for tb = 10Γ, the exact result shows that
the current is clearly distinguishable from zero at volt-
ages V . U . For tb = 20Γ, master equations predict
nonzero current over only a small voltage region near
V ≈ U , while the exact calculation reveals currents for
a wide range of voltages 0 < V . 2U . While the master
equations predict a broad and robust region of negative
differential conductance at ∆ε = U2 at any finite band-
width, the exact results shift the beginning of this region
to increasingly higher voltages as tb increases, such that
it eventually disappears completely in the voltage range
shown.
Despite all these differences, it is interesting to note
that the suppression of transport in the regime where
all channels are open at the wide band limit, as pre-
dicted by master equations, is reproduced in the exact
results—though to a lesser degree. This tells us that
while master equations may not provide us with a quan-
titative picture of currents at this physical regime, they
are still capable of providing some insight into the rele-
vant transport mechanisms. For example, the language
of discrete transport channels, though approximate, re-
mains useful.
The qualitative differences between the QME and
iQMC data are due to many-body correlation effects be-
tween the molecule and the leads. Such effects are not
accounted in the QME approximation. The broadening
observed here (at both large and small bandwidths) is
different from broadening due to the molecule–lead cou-
pling, which is also not present in master equations; that
effect is of order Γ, whereas the broadening observed
here is more commensurate with the size of the interac-
tion strength U = 40Γ. Since U is rather large here (and
was chosen this way because all energy scales must be
much larger than Γ for master equations to be valid),
a low-order perturbative expansion in the many-body
interaction cannot quantitatively capture this effect.
Next, we discuss shot noise. In Fig. 5 we show
the master equation approximation, while in Fig. 6 we
present the corresponding iQMC data. Although the
statistical errors associated with the noise are greater
than those for the current, as discussed in Section. IIIA,
the noise is a more sensitive probe of the available trans-
port channels than the current. This has several inter-
esting implications for the correlated dynamics that can
be clearly seen in the data.
Current fluctuations can occur in conductors held at
finite temperature even without a bias voltage. The
source of these fluctuations lies in the thermal agitation
of conducting electrons, and is referred to as the thermal
noise or Johnson–Nyquist noise. In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6,
at the leftmost point V = 0, the Johnson–Nyquist noise
is shown at the particle–hole symmetric gate voltage
∆ε = 0 (top) and at ∆ε = U2 (bottom). Within QME
(Fig. 5) the thermal noise is zero at the symmetric point,
but takes on a finite value at ∆ε = U2 . However, the
iQMC data (Fig. 6) indicates the existence of a finite
thermal noise at both gate voltages. In particular, the
thermal noise at the symmetric point is comparable in
magnitude to the finite voltage shot noise, and appears
to be weakly enhanced for larger values of tb.
The noise also remains a more sensitive probe of
many-body scattering effects than the current at higher
bias voltages V . In particular, the iQMC noise (Fig. 6)
shows a more significant broadening than that in the
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Figure 5. The master equation approximation to the steady
state shot noise S in the chain is shown as a function of bias
voltage V , for gate voltages at the symmetric point ∆ε = 0
(top) and at ∆ε = U
2
(bottom). Parameters are as in Fig. 3.
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Figure 6. The numerically exact steady state shot noise S in
the chain obtained from iQMC is shown as a function of bias
voltage V , for gate voltages at the symmetric point ∆ε = 0
(top) and at ∆ε = U
2
(bottom). Parameters are as in Fig. 5.
current plots of Fig. 4. Another striking difference is
that the iQMC noise rapidly exceeds the QME plateaus,
clearly indicating an opening of the higher energy chan-
nels at lower voltage that was not visible in the current.
At the lower bandwidths and high bias, where iQMC
predicts no current, nonzero current fluctuations clearly
remain. This suggests that some transport channels are
not yet fully closed, but nevertheless carry no current
on average.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The electronic structure of the leads plays an essential
role in dictating the conductance properties of molec-
ular junctions, which is lost when one only considers
the wide band limit, where Markovian QME approxi-
mations are appropriate. We presented a numerically
exact study of nonequilibrium transport in the Ander-
son–Newns model, which describes an interacting im-
purity coupled to a one dimensional chain, using the
numerically exact iQMC method. Our methodology
provides not only the expectation value of the current,
but also the full counting statistics of particle transport,
and can easily be extended to any lead geometry. We
have provided a detailed discussion of how this can be
done numerically for very large leads with potentially
complex structure, and discussed the effect on the band
width and shape when the leads are modified from the
one dimensional chain structure to a two dimensional
square lattice. We leave study of the interacting square
lattice, and the effect of dimensionality in general, to
future work.
We found that the finite bandwidth of the chain can
suppress high energy transport channels. Whereas the
QME approximation predicts the clean closure of trans-
port channels above some threshold voltage set by the
bandwidth, the iQMC method shows that transport
continues to exist at a larger range of voltages. Our
results suggest that this is facilitated by an interaction-
induced “smearing” of transport characteristics that par-
tially opens conduction channels forbidden within the
QME approximation, and also allows transport at lower
voltages.
Our results further show an enhancement of the ther-
mal noise compared to QME. This enhancement de-
pends only weakly on the lead bandwidth. At certain
parts of the parameter space we explored, the mean cur-
rent is entirely suppressed by the bandwidth, but its
fluctuations are not. This suggests that some transport
processes are not forbidden, but only average to zero,
and is a powerful demonstration of Landauer’s maxim
that “the noise is the signal” in molecular electronics.126
Understanding this effect and how it might be manipu-
lated is a promising direction for future work.
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